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Abstract

As the November election for President, Congress and other state and local offices in the U.S. nears, the major 
political parties, committees and others are spending unprecedented amounts of money on traditional media to 
reach and persuade voters. For nearly 50 years, these groups have been investing the majority of their money 
in broadcast and cable TV and radio, mediums that have traditionally been successful in reaching voters. But 
as smartphones, tablets and digital streaming devices become more engrained in our everyday lives, video 
consumption is up, but a greater number of likely voters are using new digital devices to consume media instead of 
watching live TV.

This shift has profound implications for political advertisers on how to manage their marketing efforts. Politicians, 
political parties and interested groups must formulate plans and design campaigns that successfully navigate 
an increasingly fragmented media landscape to gain voters’ attention and support across a growing number of 
platforms. Failing to do this might mean the difference between winning and losing in this year’s election cycle.

Research Overview
Back in May 2011, SAY Media conducted its first bi-partisan study that looked at how likely voters used new devices 
and mediums to consume video content. This study, titled, “Voters Going Off the Grid,” was co-authored, from the 
Republican side, by digital strategic consulting firm Targeted Victory and Neil Newhouse and Robert Blizzard of 
Public Opinion Strategies, and from the Democratic side, by Chong & Koster and Thomas Eldon of SEA Polling & 
Strategic Design. The goal of the original research was to understand the changing media landscape -- specifically 
how it affects a campaign’s ability to effectively and efficiently reach voters in the upcoming election. Together, we 
designed and fielded a national telephone survey of 800 likely voters. We conducted an additional 300 surveys each 
in Ohio and Florida to understand how media trends impacted voters in these key battleground states. 

Growing number of voters are not watching T.V. Ads
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These viewing habits demonstrated that content consumption patterns are changing and political campaigns need 
to address new mediums in addition to live TV to effectively reach likely voters. Also, it should be noted that these 
consumption habits were consistent across political affiliations.

Voters Going Off the Grid: 2012
In June 2012, SAY Media gathered the same team of partners to refresh the “Voters Going Off the Grid” study in ad-
vance of the November election.  The goal of this study was to understand how the media landscape had changed 
between 2011 and 2012 and if “Off the Grid” behaviors among likely voters had shifted in the past 12 months.  The 
same research design was employed, with an identical sampling methodology, to ensure the validity of the results. 

The findings from the 2012 study clearly demonstrate that “Off the Grid” media viewing and consumption trends of 
likely voters are continuing to evolve. Since the results of our first study on the voting habits of “Off the Gridders” in 
May 2011, video consumption is up, but a greater number of likely voters are using new digital devices to consume 
media instead of watching live TV.

2011 Key Findings

Thirty-one percent of likely voters had not watched TV in the past week.

Thirty-six percent of voters 18 to 44 and 15 percent of voters over 45 indicated they were 
watching less live TV than they did a year ago.  

Of the 40 percent of voters who owned a DVR device, nearly 90 percent skipped 
commercials 75 percent of the time or more.  

2012 Key Findings

More than 40 percent of likely voters prefer other video sources to live TV, including laptop or 
PC, streaming devices, DVD and DVR.

Average time spent watching video is still high, at almost 20 hours per week, but nearly half 
of time spent is not on live TV.  

Nearly half of likely voters own a smartphone. In particular, in Florida and Ohio, smartphone 
ownership has increased drastically, with 53 percent and 41 percent owning one respectively.

Thirty-two percent of likely voters own a tablet.

The adoption of alternate video sources and mobile devices, including smartphones and tablets, is impacting how 
likely voters are consuming media and especially video content. This is impacting how advertisers reach their target 
audience and can best capture their attention in varying environments.
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A year later, the June 2012 survey revealed 29 percent of our respondents indicated that they had not watched 
live TV in the past seven days. This 2 percent difference falls within Public Opinion Strategies’ and SEA Polling’s 
demarcated +/- 3.46 percent margin of error — so, the number of people watching live TV in any given seven-
day period had not changed significantly in the past 12 months. Nearly a third of the likely voter population still 
represents a very sizeable and meaningful portion of a candidate’s audience that is not seeing the latest campaign 
messaging. With an estimated $3 billion to $4 billion being spent on TV advertising, campaign planners must ask 
themselves, can even the most well funded campaigns afford to waste $1 billion?

When asking respondents what video sources they have watched more of and less of in the past year, 28 percent 
identified that they are watching less live TV than they did a year ago. More than 40 percent of likely voters prefer 
other video sources to live TV, including laptop or PC, streaming devices and DVR. With the exception of DVDs, 
likely voters say they are consuming more content across different media platforms, emphasizing that American 
voters are continuing to shift away from live TV content and are choosing other platforms for video consumption. 
Nearly a quarter of likely voters plan to switch to digital streaming in the next year or two. In fact, more than 1 million 
U.S. cable subscribers cut the cord in 20111, with this trend continuing into 2012 as digital streaming becomes a 
more cost-effective and efficient means of video consumption.

Source of TV Viewing Over the Past Week: 
May 2011 vs June 2012

Many Voters Are Not Watching Live Television
We asked likely voters how they consume video content across a variety of platforms. In May 2011, we found 
that roughly 31 percent of all likely voters hadn’t watched any live TV in the previous week. “Live TV” is defined 
as watching programming as it is broadcast over the air or cable without a delaying device such as a DVR. 

Live TV

DVD

Internet with a 
laptop or PC

Recorded on 
TiVo or DVR

Smartphone

Streamed 
through a TV

2011
2012

68%
70%

51%
48%

40%
44%

40%
44%

14%
16%

13%
17%

1 Convergence Consulting “The Battle for the North American Couch Potato: Bundling, TV, Internet, Telephone, Wireless” April 2012
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In 2012, we found that a similar portion of likely voters still consider live TV their primary platform for watching 
video content, at 56 percent. However, among 18- to 44-year-olds, other primary ways of watching video content 
saw noticeable growth. Watching video on the Internet increased to 15 percent and streaming via various devices 
increased to 10 percent. While these portions are still relatively small compared with TV, it indicates a shift in media 
consumption on new platforms, which are gaining momentum among younger voters. Once younger voters acquire 
these devices, learn how to be more efficient in their media consumption and make media work around their life, it’s 
unlikely they will shift back to live TV, where programming options and schedules are out of their control.

Time-Shifting
To continue our investigation into whether DVR time-shifting means dollars are being wasted on TV advertising, 
we again asked respondents to indicate the primary media platform through which they consume video 
programming. In 2011, we found that 57 percent of likely voters consider live TV to be their primary way to watch 
video content. However, that still leaves a full 43 percent of Americans who use other media sources as their 
primary source for video.

2011 2012

Total 18-44
(45%)

45+ 
(55%) Total 18-44 

(38%)
45+ 

(59%)

On live TV 57% 44% 68% 58% 40% 69%

Recorded on a TiVO or DVR 17% 25% 11% 17% 24% 14%

DVDs 9% 10% 8% 7% 7% 7%

On the Internet with a laptop or PC 7% 11% 4% 8% 15% 4%

Streamed with Roku, Apple TV, video 
game consoles, etc. 5% 6% 4% 6% 10% 3%

On a mobile phone 1% 2% 0% 1% 2% 1%

On a tablet -- -- -- -- 1% --

Primary Way to Watch Video Content

In battleground states, likely voters in both Florida and Ohio have significantly changed how they are watching video 
content; of voters in Florida, 52 percent have watched video via Internet and 22 percent have watched through 
streaming in the past week, an increase from 44 percent and 10 percent last year respectively. In Ohio, 42 percent 
watched video over Internet in the past week (a 5 percent increase from last year) and 14 percent have watched on 
their smartphones, up from 10 percent in 2011. 

With the variety of devices and platforms available to consumers, Americans are continuing to curate their media 
consumption experience as they are using different sources that best fit their needs and lifestyles. Political 
campaigns can no longer ignore the fact that voters have moved out of their living rooms and are now consuming 
video content in a variety of ways — during their commute, at the office and even on the bleachers at their children’s 
sports practices. This is a challenge that marketers have been grappling with for years, and political campaigns 
need to gain the same media dexterity to continue to reach the total audience of likely voters.
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Digital Platforms 
With the proliferation of tablets and smartphones in the marketplace over the past year, we were expecting to see 
significant changes between 2011 and 2012 results. In 2011, a little over a third of likely voters owned a smartphone. 
Just 12 months later in 2012, 48 percent of likely voters indicated they are smartphone owners. These smartphone 
owners were more likely to be younger, well-educated and affluent. In the battlefield states, both Ohio and Florida 
saw an impressive leap on smartphone ownership, with a 13 percent and 15 percent growth respectively from 
last year.

Smartphone Ownership Among Voters

FLORIDA OHIO

FLORIDA OHIO

MAY 2011

JUNE 2012

TOTAL

TOTAL

52%

37% 38%

53%

28%

41%

Furthermore, while 18 percent of likely voters (and 25 percent of young voters) primarily watch video content through 
their DVR, 40 percent of those voters surveyed have a DVR in their home. What we found last year held true in 
2012. When audience members watch programming on their DVR, they generally try to skip the advertising. Of DVR 
owners, 54 percent report skipping ads all of the time and a total of 85 percent skip ads at least three-quarters of 
the time. In an era when a candidate’s messaging can change quickly in any given week, DVRs pose an additional 
threat. Even if likely voters watch the commercials (though it’s clear that this is the exception rather than the rule), by 
the time they watch their recorded content, the advertised message could be “old news.”

All of these data points indicate that a consistent and significant portion of planned television ads being bought 
on broadcast networks are not seen by voters. With likely voters continuing to skip ads and reach for other video 
platforms, TV advertising alone is becoming an increasingly unreliable way to reach the entire audience a campaign 
seeks to message to in an election year. To more effectively reach likely voters, campaign media planners must  
re-evaluate their marketing mix to ensure that the targeted audience hears their message. 

While smartphones are quickly outnumbering feature phones in the U.S., tablets are also finding their way into 
homes across America at an increasing rate. In fact, Mary Meeker’s recent presentation2 on the state of digital 
trends notes the rapid adoption rate of tablets in the U.S. Looking at iPad tablets compared with iPhone shipments 
in the quarters after launch, iPads have been adopted by consumers at a rate three times higher than the iPhone.

2 Mary Meeker “Internet Trends” May 2012 http://allthingsd.com/20120530/mary-meekers-internet-trends-live-at-d10-slides/
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Tablet ownership was not tracked in our previous iteration of the research. However, in 2012, we found that a third 
(32 percent) of likely voters own a tablet. Similar to smartphone owners, tablet owners have higher household 
incomes and are highly educated. However, tablet owners are more evenly distributed across age groups than 
smartphones. Thirty nine percent of 18- to 44-year-olds own a tablet, as do a quarter of likely voters 45 and up.

Aside from age, these smartphone and tablet owners are diverse media content consumers, watching an hour or 
more of video content on their device weekly (93 percent and 85 percent, respectively), as well as streaming to TV 
(70 percent and 53 percent) and watching via TiVO/DVR (61 percent and 34 percent), just to note a few behaviors. 

Smartphone and tablet owners also represent a variety of lifestyles and backgrounds, coming from all regions 
of the United States, not just big cities and the coasts. Moreover, 43 percent of tablet owners and 61 percent of 
smartphone owners are parents. More than two-thirds of Latinos now own a smartphone and smartphone owners 
range from conservative (44 percent) to liberal (53 percent).

Looking forward to the election this fall, we found that smartphone and tablet ownership does not strongly correlate 
to voting intentions. Forty-three percent of smartphone owners and 43 percent of tablet owners currently intend 
to vote for Romney, whereas 47 percent of smartphone owners and 47 percent of tablet owners plan on voting for 
President Obama in the upcoming election. It is apparent that both candidates need to reach these digitally savvy 
voters through the platforms they are using every day. 

Implications/Conclusions 
Over the past several years, consumer marketers have had to wrestle with the increasing complexities of buying 
the right media that reaches targeted audiences in an environment that continues to become fragmented. This 
shift in consumer behavior, as the results of this survey clearly indicate, is one that executives and buyers working 
with political campaigns must also plan for and build campaigns around. Political media buyers can no longer rely 
on live TV as the single media point to spread their message as traditional television-based reach risks failing to 
communicate with a significant portion of the voting public. 

Political campaigns also need to communicate with voters not only through television but also through a variety of 
other media channels. Just as political candidates campaign across the country, speaking to voters in the towns 
where they live, so too must political campaign advertisements speak to likely voters where they “live” in media — 
online, through their mobile devices and through various video sources. Our research continues to illustrate that 
much broadcast advertising is wasted. Paying for additional media reach via online and mobile with a reduction in 
frequency on live TV will increase communication efficiency — and increase the audience. 

TABLET OWNERS

TOTAL FLORIDA OHIO

(including, iPad, 
Android, KindleFire 

or Nook)

32%
68% 36%

64%

33%

67%
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Finally, this shift in media consumption behavior should not be viewed as an obstacle but rather as an opportunity. 
In the past, technology has limited the conversation that candidates can have with likely voters. Now, political 
candidates have the opportunity to speak to likely voters throughout the day, through different platforms and 
mediums, engaging their constituents in ways that are relevant to them. The transformation of consumer’s media 
behavior, across all platforms, is impacting political strategy and changing the way that parties evaluate how they 
can affect voting patterns.


